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100 years of bauhaus
Starting in 2017
Craft becomes Modern. The Bauhaus
in the Making is the first of the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation’s exhibitions
for the 2019 centenary of the founding
of the Bauhaus.
bauhaus100.de
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Hammering, planing, sawing and weaving – it was pretty loud and dusty
in the workshop wing of the School of Design, the Bauhaus Dessau.
Although conceived as ‘laboratories for industry’, a great deal was still
done by hand in the Dessau workshops.
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The exhibition Craft becomes Modern. The Bauhaus in the Making tells
the story of the workshops from the perspective of craft in the original
setting, the weaving workshop in the Bauhaus building in Dessau. At the
Bauhaus the relationships between art, applied art, industrial production
and craft were discussed in more radical terms than elsewhere. And the
backdrop to these domains, the economic and political situation in the
Weimar Republic on which the school was dependent and in which it also
aimed to actively intervene, had a far greater influence on the fate of this
institution than any other.
The leitmotif for the exhibition, which is divided into five thematic
sections, is the quest to redefine craft at the Bauhaus as utopian – as a
critique of, but also in coexistence with, industrial culture. Ultimately, this
was about finding creative ways forward in a social setting in which the
distance between everyday things and their makers and users had
grown. As controversial as the ideas and concepts of craft at the
Bauhaus Dessau were, they shared a concern about mankind’s agency.
A similar situation appears to prevail today: Embroidery, do-it-yourself
and the digital crafts have ceased to be contradictory and now offer
scenarios for human initiative in a world shaped by digitalisation,
globalisation and technology.
Craft at a crossroads: The exhibition on craft at the Bauhaus thus begins
with contemporary positions. Inquiring and conceptual designers such as
Formafantasma, Álvaro Catalán de Ocón, Assemble, Sarah Ouhaddou,
Dirk Vander Kooji, Natsai Audrey Chieza and Opendesk demonstrate
with their experimental, activism-orientated, socially engaged projects
aligned with vernacular tradition that craft is now a hybrid sphere in which
the boundaries between design and manufacture, expert and amateur
are dissolving and in which thinking and doing are being reconnected.
The exhibition goes on to shed light on the microcosm of historic practice
in the wood, metal and weaving workshops. The subject area Unequal
Partners: Masters of Works and Masters of Form provides insights into
the various conflicts about the status of craft in the design of modern
consumer goods at the Bauhaus Dessau. This involved the attribution of
roles and the hierarchies in the everyday activities of the workshops as
well as the self-images of artistic design. Thus the lamp designs of Alfred
Schäfter, the metal workshop’s master of works, little noticed in the
school and in the Bauhaus historiography, testify to the artistic talent of
the craftsmen that were so pivotal to the activities of the workshops.
Anni Albers shared her fascination with indigenous pre-Columbian
handwoven textiles with her colleagues: visits to the Ethnological
Museum were, after all, part of the curriculum. Margaretha Reichardt, in
her 1928 collage “Sie brauchen das Bauhaus” (You need the Bauhaus)
expressed criticism of the mounting pressure on production, on
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“education for the production line” in the weaving workshop, allowing no
time for experimental work. And Gunta Stölzl’s textile wall hanging “5
Chöre” (5 Choirs), created on a Jacquard loom, is, with its ambiguous
title – both a poetic metaphor and a technical term for a process on the
power loom – a woven manifesto of a transition. In this sense the
workshops in Dessau were places of transition between factory and
workshop, between the training workshops of the schools of arts and
crafts and laboratories for industrial prototypes, between experiment and
Fordian piecework, between unique work of art and industrial mass
product.
In the Machine Park machines and tools find a place in a Bauhaus
exhibition for the very first time. These are essential to an understanding
of craft; here, the cultural technologies and methods of working and
forming materials are revealed. The Dessau workshops had a substantial
machine pool compared with the more modest technical equipment of the
Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimar. But although the metal workshop was
re-equipped with new lathes and milling machines with assistance from
the Junkers factory, vessels were still produced at the silver and
coppersmiths’ workbenches. The (initially unused) machines in the metal
workshop triggered a heated controversy which denounced as
“amateurism” the backwardness of Bauhaus production compared with
the achievements of industry. In the weaving workshop too, the
coexistence of Jacquard and hand looms led to conflict about the identity
of textile handicraft. Rationalisation and mechanisation in the textile
industry served as a foil for a return to the hand loom, which the weavers
perceived as a condition of a new access to industry.
Each floor of the workshop wing of the Bauhaus building had its own
material store. These are addressed in the exhibition’s Material Store.
Here, visitors will see objects from the lessons in materials that
demonstrate the importance of materials science in the preliminary
course and lesson notes from the workshops on materials science.
Based on selected modern materials such as aluminium, cellophane and
artificial silk they will gain insight into then already global flows of
resources and materials behind the production economy of the Bauhaus.
The section Object Biographies sheds light on the consumer goods
produced at the Bauhaus and their varied fortunes in the public domain.
Their paths to development as prototype, bestseller, patent or personal
heirloom tell us something about the institutional, cultural and economic
contexts in which these objects were integrated and that defined their
careers as products. The KANDEM lamp is one of the most prominent
examples of a hand-made prototype that contains within it the complexity
of industrial manufacture. But the Leipzig-based lighting company did not
name the Bauhaus as the designer of the lamp. A successful progression
from unique object to industrially produced, anonymous, mass-produced
article? Conversely, the wrangling for patent registration exemplified by
Otti Berger’s upholstery material expresses the move to reclaim
authorship, the redefinition of the role of the artist or designer in an
everyday world increasingly shaped by anonymous mass production.
The still evolving career of Marcel Breuer’s Club Chair reflects the
dynamics of branding in the consumerist society.
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Exploring topics as the role of design within craftsmanship and the relationship between tradition and local culture, the work of the Studio
Formafantasma is characterised by extensive material research.

Exhibtion
13 April 2017
until
7 January 2018

Dec 2013: 'The ground floor project', The Architecture foundation
Oct 2013: 'Top 10 Dutch designer', Eigen Huis & Interior
Dec 2012: 'Icon design Awards', winning Emerging Designers of the Year
2012
Oct 2012: 'Vienna Home Run', 1st prize winner, Souvenir competition for
the city of Vienna
formafantasma.com
Álvaro Catalán de Ocón
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In 2011 the industrial designer Alvaro Catalán de Ocón took part in a
project raising awareness of the destructive effect of plastic waste in the
Colombian Amazon. Considering the short period of time in which PET
bottles are used before being discarded, he transformed them into useful
products by merging a traditional Colombian textile weaving technique
with industrial lightning. Today the PET Lamp project is still going on in
different craft communities all over the world.
Ecoembes Premios R PET Lamp Finalist in Innovation and Entrepreneurship Project / Madrid 2016
Shanghai for Art and Design Award PET Lamp
Silver Award of the Committe of Shanghai for Art and Design / Shanghai
2016
BID ’14 Awards PET Lamp
First Prize in Design for Development / Madrid 2014
Delta Awards PET Lamp
Silver Delta Awards / Barcelona 2014
Codespa Prize PET Lamp
Fundación Codespa prize in the category of SME (small and medium
enterprise) for the social involvement / Madrid 2013
petlamp.org
Granby Workshop / Assemble London
Assemble is a multidisciplinary collective of fourteen members working
across the fields of architecture, design and art. The Granby Workshop
grew out of the community-led rebuilding of the run-down Granby neighbourhood in Toxteth, a district inLiverpool. It is one of the projects that
resulted from the ongoing collaboration of Assemble and the Granby residents.
Turner Prize in 2015
granbyworkshop.co.uk
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Natsai Audrey Chieza’s work combines design, craft and science. Interested in material innovation and sustainable sourcing of raw materials,
she founded Faber Futures, a design research studio working in the
realm of living technology and biodesign. In collaboration with John
Ward, Professor of Synthetic Biology for Bioprocessing at University College London, she invented a new process for dyeing textiles using bacteria.
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natsaiaudrey.co.uk/
Opendesk
Opendesk is an interface between the designer, the maker and the user.
Based on the principles of open making, it provides open source furniture
design and functions as a “global platform for local making”. Opendesk
offers a different manner of furniture making and distribution, which is
made possible by employing two new technologies: affordable,
programmable cutting machines and the Internet.
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opendesk.cc
Dirk Vander Kooij
Dirk Vander Kooij is a product and process designer who works at the
interface of craft, design and production. He blends handwork and 3D
printing and thus combines tradition and new technology, craft and industry. To fabricate his furniture, he uses recycled plastic from refrigerators
and a reclaimed robot, which he rebuilt to meet his design purposes.
New Best Designer, New York (US). ICFF Editors Awards 2013
Young TLNT Pin, Amsterdam (NL). Woonbeurs 2012
Dutch Design Award, Eindhoven (NL). Vrije Vormgeving 2011
DMY Award, Berlin (DE) 2011
Krabbedans Contest Winner, Einhoven (NL) 2011
Willie Wortel Prijs, Eindhoven (NL). Graduation 2010
dirkvanderkooij.com
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Sara Ouhaddou is an artist and designer, who explores the relationship
between local material culture and cultural identity in Morocco. Concerned with the transformation of traditional craft in a globalised context,
she started MadinMedin, a place for dialogue between craft and design
thinking.
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2015 : Wanted DESIGN NYC, Launch PAD Manhattan SPECIAL PRIZE
of the Jury
2015: EDGE OF ARABIA. ISCP Neork residency
2014: AFRICA-CENTER RESIDENCY. South Africa research 2015
2014: ARAB FUND FOR ART AND CULTURE GRANTEES VISUAL
ART
2014: French Institut & Intitut du Monde Arabe Paris open call «Moroccan cultures».
2008/2011: Fondation of France, Fondation Vallet Laureate.
2010: L’Oréal Brandstor contest laureate.
saraouhaddou.com
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The supporting programme is framed as a Maker-Space for contemporary experiments, debates and discoveries about and in the process of
‘doing it yourself’. Visitors of all ages and cultures are invited to discover
crafting for themselves, to develop, investigate and debate.
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All formats take place in the Maker-Space and are therefore directly integrated in the exhibition area. The outreach programme is a cooperation
with the Bauhaus Agents, sponsored by the German Federal Cultural
Foundation.
For every visitor
Catalogue workshop
Design your own exhibition catalogue
daily 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
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Exhibiting is crafting: From a wealth of materials, a narrative with and
about objects takes shape. The exhibition’s Maker-Space invites visitors
of all ages to create their own exhibition narrative and to thus weave a
wider story of craft. Cutting templates and factsheets with suggestions,
goal-orientated questions, material samples and historic documents are
on hand to personalise designs. The Bauhauslers’ controversies about
craft are thus complemented by the visitors’ experiences and points of
view.
Object Lab
A series of talks with experts and practitioners
Thursdays, 20 April, 18 May, 22 June, 20 July, 21 Sept 2017
5 – 6.30 p.m.
What do collections of pre-Columbian textiles tell us about the Bauhaus
weaving workshop? Why would Marcel Breuer present a short film ranging from the African chair to rising columns of air at the official opening of
the Bauhaus building? Exhibits are exceptional things, collected and
shown first and foremost because they are manifestations of practices,
materials, economies and cultural meanings. In exhibitions they find their
voice in dialogue with other objects. In the exhibition’s Maker-Space we
aim to enter into dialogue with specific exhibits and to study their fabrication, form and materiality and the context from which they emerged and
in which they intervened with design historians, practitioners and visitors.
In Conversation with Masters
Guest jewellery designer Erika Schäfter
Sunday, 21 May 2017, International Museum Day
1 – 3 p.m.
Jewellery designer Erika Schäfter of Leipzig demonstrates how silver and
other metals are shaped, stamped and worked. The designer was the
first post-WWII apprentice (1955–1958) to Alfred Schäfter, workshop
master at the Bauhaus Dessau. Followed by a conversation with Lutz
Schöbe, head of the Bauhaus Dessau Archive.
Free admission
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In Conversation with Masters
Guest textile designer Elke Wolf
Heritage Day
Sunday, 10 September 2017
1 – 3 p.m.
Textile designer Elke Wolf of Plauen has engaged intensively with the
Bauhaus weaving workshop. She will share her knowledge in conversation with the head of the Bauhaus Collection, Wolfgang Thöner, and the
head of the Bauhaus Dessau Archive, Lutz Schöbe. Visitors are also
invited to a weaving demonstration on an original horizontal loom.
Free admission
For children and young people
Masters in the Making
Open workshop, ages 8 – 14
every Wednesday (except school holidays)
4 – 6 p.m.
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With or without prior knowledge, there’s a place for everyone in the open
workshop! The Bauhauslers and their interest in craft experiments and
the exploration of materials provide the model for our own work in the
workshop. From this starting point we will design textiles, carry out experiments with chewing gum and more practise the production of video and
audio projects. We will invite professional crafts experts from far and
wide to join us so that we can learn from them and find new ways of
crafting.
Free admission, no registration required
News from the Design Machine
Summer workshop, ages 10 – 16
31 July – 4 August 2017
10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Equipped with a 3D printer, the summer expedition ventures into the
realm of the inventor. Using this device we investigate new manufacturing processes in the company of artists and designers. What is a prototype, and how does it come about? László Moholy-Nagy and Otti Berger
knew that its development called for a great deal of skilled craftsmanship.
Following in the footsteps of the Bauhaus we analyse present-day planning, development, design and production. In practice, we try out the
production of own prototypes, from digitally generated model to the printed individual object.
Attendance fee: Euro 30 (including costs for lunch and materials)
Registration until 23 June 2017:
vermittlung@bauhaus-dessau.de or P +49 – 340 – 6508–262
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Symposium Between Chairs
Dialogues on Craft and Design
International Symposium
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The transcultural dialogues between the National Institute of Design in
Ahmedabad and the Ulm School of Design in the 1960s focused on
questions pertaining to the education of designers as mediators between
local material cultures and universal design. The Bauhaus Lab 2017 will
close with a discussion between the international participants of the
postgraduate research programme, cultural scientists, designers and
design historians about the topicality of the ‘domain of making’ in design
education.
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A bilingual reader (available in either German or English) with historic
texts, photo galleries and interviews with contemporary designers worldwide provides an in-depth analysis of the conflicting priorities of craft and
design.
Texts by Gerda Breuer, T’ai Smith, Éva Forgács, John Maciuika, Rafael
Cardoso, Julia Bryan-Wilson, Formafantasma, Sara Ouhaddou, Granby
Workshop, Dirk Vander Kooij, Álvaro Catalán de Ocón and others.
Edited for the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation by Regina Bittner and Renée
Padt
Craft Becomes Modern. The Bauhaus in the Making
Bauhaus Edition 51
Euro 45 / Euro 35 at Bauhaus Dessau
252 pages, 148 images
Design by Herburg Weiland, Munich
Kerber Verlag
ISBN (ger) 978-3-7356-0342-5
ISBN (eng) 978-3-7356-0343-2

